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1. Introduction 

Follow.ing A. Berman and A. Kotzig [IJ, we say that (0, l)-matrix is called' 

an acyclic matrix if it does not have a permutation matrix of order two as a 

subrnatrix. Such matrices may be taken either over the two-element Boolean 

algebra {O, l} or over the field Z2' Since a (0, l)-matrix over the Boolean algebra 

can be represented as a binary relation, it is advantageous to work with (0,1)

rnatrices over the Boolean algebra. Such matrices are called Boolean matrices. 

Although the maximal order of cyclicity of acyclic matrices have been studied 

from the graph-theoretical point of view by A. Berman and A. Kotzig in [lJ , 

no work has been done on the semigroup properties of acyclic matrices. In doing 

so we obtained a partial solution to B. M. Schein’ s problem [4J. 

We use the Boolean matrix notation of [2] and the semigroup notation of [31 • 

B/A) denotes the row basis of A, 
B/A) denotes the column basis of A, 

p/A) denotes the row rank of A, 
p/A) denotes the column rank of A, 
p(A) denotes the rank of A, 

R(A) denotes the row space of A, 
C(A) denotes the column space of A , 

I X I denotes the cardinality of a set X , 
E(X) denotes the set of all idempotents in a set X , 
T, denotes the rXr (O, l)-upper triangular matrix, 

Sn denotes the set of all nXn permutation matrices, 
S(m, k) denotes the Stirling number of the second kind. 

2. PreIiminary results 

Let ι4n denote the set of all nXn acyclic matrices. Then Aη :s a se l1igroup unùeí 

matrix multiplication. We shall consider only nonzero matrices. It is clear that 

if A is an element of A'l' then B/A) (BiA)) consist of set of all distinct rowS 
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(columns) of A. we will now state without proof some simple facts about acyclic 

Inatrices. 

PROPOSITION 1. 11 A z's an element 01 An' tlwn Pr(A) = Pc(A). 

This proposition allows us to just talk about the rank of acyclic matrix. and so 

we will not distinguish between row and column rank and will denote both by p. 

PROPOSITION 2. A z's an element 01 A" zfl 1 R(A) 1 = p(A) + 1 = 1 C(A) 1. wlwre 

1 드 1 R(A) I 드 n+ 1. 

PROPOSlTION 3. Let U be an nXr acyclic matrix and V be an rXn acyclic matyz'x. 

Then UV is an element 01 An' 

PROPOSlTION 4. Let A be an element 01 A’‘ and p(A)=r. Let B/A) = {v1' …, Vr} 

such that Vi+Vi+ 1 =Vi lor every z' <r and BcCA) = {μl， ---, μr} Sμch that Ui+ 깐 + l = μi+l 

lor every i <r. 

Let U = [U1 ... url nXr and V = 
까
 ••• 

• 

vr Jrxn 

Then A
2
=A ill VU=Tr. 

PROOF. Necessity: Le t X=VU. We show that 씨(X)=r=pc(X). We show 

only p/X)=r. We must have R(A)=R(V)=R(VUV) but C(VUV)CC(VU)C二

C(V). If p/VU) <r. then 1 C(VU) 1 <r+ 1 and so 1 C(VUV) 1 :;:6 r+ 1. This implies 

IR(VUV) 1 :;:6 r+ 1. This is a contradiction. Similarly. we can show that Pr(X) 

=r. We conclude that IR(X)I=r+l=IC(X)I. Moreover. U(XV)=UV iff XV= 

V since R( XV) = R(V) and so XV = PV for some P in Sn' It follows that if XV 

:;:6 V then U XV :;:6 UV and hence XV = V iff X = T r' 
Sufficiency: Tri v ia l. 

COROLLARY 5. If A is αn element 01 A" and p(A) =r. then tJzere exist nXr 

acyclic matrix U and rXn acyclic matrix V SZlCJz that A=UV. In particular. we can 

always pick nXr acyclic matyz'x U and rXn acyclic matrix V sμch that C(U) =C(A) 

and R(V) = R(A). 

An acyclic matrix A is said to be bounded if a낀= 1 then ahk= 1 for all 1드h르z· 

and 1 르 k 르 j. 

PROPOSITION 6. A is an element 01 An lfl theγe exz'sts a boμnded matrix B such 

that A=PBQ lor P.QESn. 
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3. Green’s relations 

PROPOSITION 7. Let A and B be the eleηzent 01 A lI. T hen 

i) A!?B ill B/A) = B/B) , 

i i) A .!Jl'B zfl B/A) = Bc(B) , 

iii) A !Ø B zfl p(A) = p(B). 

PROOFo (i) Necessity: Trivial. 
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Sufficiency: If B/A) = B/B) , then the maximal number of independent rows 

of A is equal to the maximal number of independent rows of B. Let C1, 00., Cy be 

the nonzero independent rows of A and B in some order. If we set 

C1 

• 
1 

Cy C= 
0 
• 
• 
• 

0 jηX lI 

then there exist Xl' X 2, Yl' Y 2 E A lI such that C=X1A , A=X2C, C=Y1B, and 

B=Y2C. It follows that A!?C and C2'B and hence A2'B. 

• (ii) Dual proof holds for .!Jl'. 
(iii) It follows from the fact that A !Ø B iff there exists CεA" such that By(A) 

=B/C) and B/C)=Bc(B). 

Note that if we let D(r)={AεA，，: p(A) =r} , then obviously D(서 is a !Ø -class 

of A . 

COROLLARY 8. Eαch !Ø -cl ass D(r) contazons 

T y 0 

o OJnXn 0 

COROLLARY 9. Each 2' (경)-class 01 A" contains exactly one symηzetric matη·x. 

4. Cornbinatorial results 

Two matrices A and B are equivalent if there exist P , Q ε S" such that A= 

PBQ. 

PROPOSITION 10. An contains 짧÷ -1 equz·”ale%t classes-

PROPOSITION 11. I D(r) 1= (r!S(n+ 1, r+ l) i . 
PROOF. Let n!Z(r) (n,27(r)) be the number of 2'(.!Jl')-classes contained in D(서. 
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Then by the lnclusion-Exclusion principle, 

%f(r) = ￡ (-1)m-r7! 따) (r+ 1)"-'" S(m , r) =n gp(r). 
1n =r 

Let A be an element of D(r). If H A denotes the Jì""-class containing A , then 

I H A I = 1. Putting the pieces together we have 

D(r) I = IH A!n!?(r)ngp(r) 

=(효 (-1) m-r r! (;:')(r+ 1) 'I- "，S(η2 ， γ))2 

= (r!S(1Z+ 1. r+ 1)i 
η ( 

CGROLLARY 12. fA” l =gl (7!S(%+1,y+1)r. 

The following proposition is a combination o'f results proved by the author in 

l2J . 

” PROPOSITION 13. IE(D(r))I= L, (_1) m-rr !S(nz , r) 

n n 
COROLLARY 14. I E(Aη) 1= ζ ε (-l) ", -rr!SCm, r) 

r=l 1n=r 

r2+5r+2 
2 

r2+57+2 
2 

• 

• 

From what has been said we get immediately the following result. 

PROPOSITION 15. An z's a regulúr semigroup. 

PROOF. Every 2(중)-class contained in An contains at least one idempotent by 

proposition 13. Hence An is a regular semigroup by Theorem 2.11 of [3J. 

Note that An is not an inverse semigroup. 

Note that we obtained a new regular subsemigroup of Bn' the semigroup of 

~inary relations defined on n elements and therefore we have partially answered 

P 선. Schein’ s problem [4J. 
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